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Psst! Pssst! Hey, over here...
So, I heard you were lookin’ to be on the inside, eh? Well, the cat’s out of the bag - it’s all
here (and on www.vinsider.ca): the third issue of the Insider is out! In this jam-packed collection of information from the inside scoop at Vanier College, you’ll find everything you need
to be ‘in the know’ (and again, what you can’t find just might be on www.vinsider.ca). From
the intercollegiate Hackathon, to a rapper standing up against rape culture, to a gender spectrum panel overview, to a dance marathon fundraiser, to... so much more (but, I won’t bore
you with a list - not when there are all these colorful pages for you to indulge in).
Keep an eye out for our next issue - can you guess the theme?
Until then,
Katherine Willcocks
Editor-in-Chief
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Katherine Willcocks
Paola Lopez Velasco
Printing by Hebdo-Litho

www.facebook.com/VCSAInsider

www.vinsider.ca

March 20-24: Science week, talks and activities
March 25: Intercollegiate Game Smash
March 30: Blanket Exercise, on colonization (register by march 23)
March 30: Speak Up Vanier (deadline to register march 24)
March 30-31: Justice and Accountability Conference (www.justiceandaccountabilityconference.com)
March 30-31: Liberal Arts Spring Colloquium (Vanier College & Concordia University)
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NEWS

Hackathon: Vanier’s Tech Club Wins it Big
Ben Stix
Bright and early on a cold Saturday in February, over 60 students
from four different CEGEPs assembled in the Polytechnique building
of Université de Montréal. Coffees
in hand, these students would spend
close to 16 hours participating in
what the tech community calls a
hackathon, a fast-paced event where
each team works to create (or hack
together) a project in a very limited
amount of time.
This specific hackathon’s challenge was to create an artificial intelligence (AI) for the game TRON
(think multiplayer Snake.) The AIs
are then pitted against each other in
a virtual showdown.
The newly founded Vanier
Tech Club, after receiving official
recognition and funding from the
VCSA only days before the compe-

tition, sent two teams to the hackathon. One of these teams, comprised of students Diego Lopez,
Cesar Sioufi, Arryan Zaman, and
Clarence Zhen, went on to win the
hackathon, using an algorithm that
essentially makes moves to use the
absolute most space on the board.

Thanks in part to this victory, the Tech Club is on track to
becoming the number one place for
like-minded students to collaborate
on technology projects, and learn
about programming, software development, web development, and
computer science.

If you are interested in
the Vanier Tech Club, send a
MIO to Cesar Soufi, the club
president.

Koriass Talk Full: Rapper Takes a Stand Against Rape Culture
Charlie Tang
inequalities between sexes, they are
not innate; they are manmade (no
pun intended).
Feminism is, nowadays,
perceived negatively because of the
prejudices it evokes. People tradionally think of it as women usurping
the positions of men in society and
dominating society. Koriass cleared
up this stereotype by stating the
definition of feminism: an ideology
that fights for the equality of women in all the spheres of life.

As part of the Semaine de
la francophonie, and International
Women’s Week, Vanier College had
the pleasure of inviting Emmanuel
Dubois, better known by his stage
name Koriass, to give a conference
about feminism and its closely related subjects. Koriass is a Quebec
rapper, interpreter, and composer,
but most of all a “natural born feminist”.
Every seat in the auditorium

was occupied as exciting chatter
filled the air. Koriass started his
conference lightly by introducing
the concept of the “boys club”.
This is club is for all humans who
are assigned male at birth because
of their genitalia. Men automatically receive a plethora of advantages
that not all females today have:
“where one side has advantages,
the other, disadvantages”. Yet by
this example of a boy’s club, Koriass illustrates the absurdity of the

Indeed, inequalities between
men and women still thrive. For example, women’s wages are often
less than men’s for accomplishing
the same job. Women are expected
to do more in the household ( e.g.
cook, take care of the children, plan
extracurricular activities) all while
the men reap the benefits.
In present society, men are
the dominating gender, as they
are overrepresented in the media,
sports and politics. However, perhaps, says Koriass, the most impor-

tant advantage is the fact that
men are not afraid of being
sexually assaulted while walking back home late at night.
Sexual harassment is
not a new phenomenon in society- Stalin’s soldiers raped
German women in WWII.
With the advent of the rise of
feminism in the 20th century
however, this harassment in
all its forms (physical, verbal,
psychologically) is heavily
condemned. Sexual harassment is unwanted sexual advances. ‘Dick picks’ are technically a form of it, since the
picture was unsolicited by the
receiver. In fact, this violation
can happen without either party knowing it happened. Aggressors are rarely ever sent
to jail for their crimes - only
in about 1% of reported cases
does the criminal get punished.
What is more important however is the victim.
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Over 80% of cases of sexual aggression are women, but only 6% of
cases are reported.
Koriass denounces the negative stigma that surrounds victims
of rape, otherwise known as rape
culture. This is when people – or
even the victim themselves – believe that the woman is the one at
fault, even though the blame should
be entirely on the aggressor. An example of this would be blaming the
victim because she was wearing a
mini skirt when she went out or because she got drunk.
Because of this, women
often refrain from speaking up, as
they do not want to be judged nega-

tively afterwards. The double standards towards women that exist in
society also express, to a certain
degree, the misogynistic nature of
rape culture.

Koriass advocates the
elimination of negative stigma surrounding sexual harassment victims. The most important aspect is
to speak up, and denounce the act.

Koriass mentioned that he
personally knows someone who
was raped. She was 17, and the
aggressor was in his thirties. The
woman was a circus gymnast, him
her coach. They both fancied each
other, and one night, the man said
to the girl to meet him in a room.
Intrigued, she went. She never
dared say anything, for fear of
embarrassment and negativity. 15
years later - 15 years of bottled
rage, despair and shame later - she
tells Koriass.

At the end of the conference, Koriass dropped the mic by
admitting that the victim earlier
mentioned is now his wife.
As citizens we can all lend
an ear, as well as educate ourselves
and the next generations thoroughly so that neither gender is socially
disadvantaged.
Emotions high in the air,
during the question period, a brave
girl, on the edge of tears, said that
in light of the presentation she real-

ized, finally, what had happened
to her.
If education is an important aspect to create equalities
between men and women, then
Koriass had accomplished it, one
woman at a time.
Many students thanked
him for the crucial and heartfelt
conference, after which he lightened the heavy atmosphere by
performing, by rapping his songs
Montreal-Nord, Blacklights, and
Love Supreme, amongst others,
leaving a lasting impression on
the spectators.

Montreal Cégeps Unite: Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Marina Adey Djiezion

Since 1991, with an amazing total of 135 million dollars
raised, the Children’s Miracle Network has been working hard to help
the countless children affected by
illness in Canada.
One of their more popular charity initiatives has been the
Dance Marathon hosted by high
schools, colleges and universities
alike across the country.
For generations, hundreds
of dedicated students have worked
to help these children and raise
money for the hospitals that try so

hard to bring their health back.
Of course, the students of
Montreal have joined the healing
movement. We have happily offered our service and managed to
raise $3000 for this great cause
at last year’s Dance Marathon at
Champlain College. It was the first
Dance Marathon in the province of
Quebec.
Now, it’s time to go even
bigger - and we need your help.
This year, in collaboration with
Dawson, Champlain and John-Abbott, Vanier is proud to present:

The 2017 Dance Marathon
The event will be held in
Jake’s Mall on the 31st of March,
from 4pm to midnight. All participants (or party-cipants) will
attempt the eight-hour no sitting
challenge - and dance in support of
the young patients of our province.
All proceeds will go to Operation Enfant Soleil, so we can be
proud of providing both funds and
positive energy to the children who
need it the most.

BreakBuddy: An App to Fit Your Schedule
Katherine Willcocks
Texting and instant messaging becomes “repetitive” and “tedious” when it comes time to scheduling time to meet up with friends
to ‘chill’ or with classmates to work
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on group projects.
19-year-old Josh Miglialo
believes he has the solution: his
app, Break Buddy (available for
free on Android and Apple products), will coordinate you and your
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friends’ school schedules, in order to easily see which breaks
you have in common.

Register in person at the
VCSA office (C-214), MIO Marine Coeurdassier, or e-mail:
idkrew7@gmail.com.
Find us on Facebook:
Quebec Dance Marathon
We’ve got music and
we’ve got food; all we need is
your smile and your sick moves.
Are you ready to dance?
Dance for a DAY, give
hope for a LIFETIME.

CAMPUS

Science Week: Activities and Events

Science Week is happening this
week at Vanier! It’s only Wednesday - there’s still lots to do before time runs out. Check out the
events schedule, from the STEM
Centre website:
Wednesday, March 22nd during UB: Science Coffeehouse
(D-301/STEM Centre)
Featuring performances
by students and faculty & Robotics Bake Sale.
Wednesday, March 22nd at
1:30pm: From Eastern Canada
to the Tropics:
Paleoenvironmental Research at Bishop's University
Dr. Matthew Peros, Bishop's
University Climate change represents perhaps the greatest scientific and societal challenge of
our time. Climate change scientists use a range of methods and
techniques to understand how the
climate system is changing and
how ecosystems will be responding to these changes in the future. A critical line of inquiry that
climate scientists employ is the
use of climatic and environmen-

tal proxy data from geological
sources--such as ice cores, tree
rings, and lake sediments--to better understand the rates and magnitudes of natural climate variability over long timescales.
This talk will introduce
students to some of the basics of
paleoclimatic research and also
highlight three recent projects
that are bring pursued by students
and faculty at Bishop's University related to past climate and sea
level change in both temperate
and tropical environments.
Thursday, March 23rd at
8:30am: The True Cost of the
Food on your Plate - Mark
Reynolds:
About to embark on his
first season as an organic farmer
in Quebec, Mark Reynolds will
be discussing the current state of
agriculture in North America. His
talk will be looking at the economical, societal and environmental impacts of agribusiness
in a local and a global context, as
well as introducing his first hand
experience of alternative food
systems in Montreal and abroad.

Thursday, March 23rd at
10am: Building and Operating
an Elevator to Space - Stephen
Cohen, M. Eng., Vanier College:
Since the first manmade satellite, Sputnik 1, was
launched in 1957, mankind's
presence in space has grown.
However, our capacity to utilize
space is very limited due to our
singular method of space travel:
rockets. Some decades from
now a more sustainable and elegant transit system to space,
known as a Space Elevator, may
be established. The scope of
such a project is immense and
requires a tremendous amount of
research and planning. This talk
will describe the space elevator,
explore some of its challenges,
and focus on research that is currently underway.
Thursday, March 23rd at
12:30pm Pi-Day Event (D-301/
STEM Centre):
Pi Recital and Pie Eating
Contest
Thursday,
March
23rd
2-3:30pm (D-301/STEM Centre) Keeping Science Creative:
A Panel Discussion with
the launch of the Vanier Science
Journal. Co-presented by the
Science Communication Collective and the Vanier Science Journal
Friday, March 24th at 10am:
The Physics of Disasters Nikolas Provatas, McGill University:
Disasters in sea, air,
space and rail travel have long
captured the public's attention
due to the sudden and shocking

loss of life and the ensuing fear
associated with the lack of control people feel about traveling
in vehicles controlled by others, a fear exacerbated by media
hype from television networks
hungry for ratings. Interestingly, a great deal of transportation disasters in the past century
have been caused by failure to
properly understand important
microstructure processes that
govern the properties and functionality of advanced materials.
In this talk, we will explore some popular disasters
of the past century and explain
their causes. In each case, we
will explore how understanding the physics of materials has
helped demystify the causes of
such disasters and help prevent
their reoccurrence. Along the
way, the talk will also highlight how advances in modern
experimentation and advanced
computing have dramatically
improved our ability to predict
and control the properties of engineering materials.
Friday, March 24th at 1pm:
Science, on Tourne! Engineering Competition (D-301/
STEM Centre):
This year's challenge
is to build an autonomous machine capable of picking up golf
balls and placing them in a container. Teams will have 60 seconds to place as many golf balls
as they can in a container measuring 22 cm in height x 45 cm
in length x 29 cm in width. The
winning team at each college
will be invited to participate in
the national final where many
valuable prizes can be won.
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Vanir College to Host First Intercollegiate Poetry Slam
Katherine Willcocks

greater control over rhythm, speed,
tone of voice, etc., and entices
many to abandon the traditional
application of rhymes in favour of
a more prose-like poetry.

The Yorkie
Andrianna Kapralios

Want a dog, but are allergic? Try buying a Yorkshire
Terrier - it has human- l i k e
hair, not fur like other dogs.
These bouncy dogs are
also known to snort, which
means they take air in too fast
and they can sound like a duck.
Don’t worry, it’s a harmless
thing Yorkies do when they get
excited.
Did you also know Yorkies rank second highest dog in
America for a must have pet?
This dog is a big one inside a
little body. This makes it ‘portable’ - it can live anywhere, as
long as it has your attention.
These dogs are great
for families and adults. Around
smaller children, they are
known to be snappy and bite
if they are mishandled. None
the less, Yorkies are an intelligent breed, just waiting to tear
you away from homework and
studying to get you to spend
time with them.
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Vanier College will be
hosting first intercollegiate slam
poetry competition in Montreal:
Thursday, March 30th, 2017 at
7pm, in the Auditorium (Vanier
Competition), and April 27th,
2017 (Intercollegiate Competition).
Slam, or spoken-word poetry, is a growing practice among
young adults in North America, and
is replacing the classic image of a
poet with a more modern version.
Spoken-word competitions consist
of a series of writers, or modern poets, who read their work aloud, turn
by turn: changing the face of poetry,
as it is no longer directed towards
readers, but to an audience. This allows the author of a poem to employ
different techniques to give them a

Spoken-word performances can be hard to find in the Montreal area. Student Nayem Alam
addressed this issue when creating Speak Up Montreal, a publicspeaking contest that encourages
participants to think outside the
box, and to utilize the power of
gesture and animation when giving
a talk or presentation. He aimed to
create an environment in which
“people can embrace themselves
for who they are and not who they
should be” which is done through
self-expression in a contest that
leaves much leeway for creativity
and imagination.
Speak Up Vanier 2017 invites students to perform their
original pieces on-stage alone, or
in groups (maximum of five members per group). The performances
must be between two and five minutes long, and are required to adhere to college policies (no promotion of discrimination, violence,
etc.). The judges evaluate each
piece based on the enthusiasm por-

trayed in the performance, as well
as on its content and style.
This is the second year of
Speak Up Vanier; last year’s event
brought about a number of hidden
talents within our student body.
This spring, all five Anglophone cegeps (Marianopolis, Dawson, John
Abbott, Champlain, and Vanier)
are involved, which Nayem Alam
notes is encourageing, especially
as spoken word poetry creates an
outlet through which one may express themselves freely, speaking
up about a subject of one’s own
choosing. All five schools will hold
a preliminary competition, and the
top three speakers from each college will perform on April 27th,
in Vanier’s auditorium, in the final
slam.
Students who wish to register for the competition must email
their name, student I.D. number, and a two-sentence description of the topic of their piece to
studentlife@vanier.college . The
deadline to sign up is Friday March
24th, at midnight.
What are you waiting for? Speak
Up Vanier!

Newcomer Support Group at Vanier
Aline Yip

relevant information and experiences with another.

Are you new to Vanier? Or
even new to Canada? Would like
someone to talk to about your experiences? Hw about with others who
have just come to Canada as well?

If you’re a little unsure
about going to a whole group of
people you don’t even know to
talk about your experiences, consider this:

At Vanier, there is a new
“newcomer” support group where
students from abroad, experiencing
their first time living and attending
school in Canada, can share their
backgrounds, concerns, questions,
feelings, stories, or even reactions
to studying at Vanier.

The main point of a support
group is for individuals to meet
and share with others the same issues and concerns they have about
a certain topic. It can help create
a sense of community and be able
to be help other people open up
about themselves. It is, overall, for
people to be feel heard, and share
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The Newcomer Support Group is brand new to
Vanier: Student Services
would like to help welcome
first-time students to the college, while making them comfortable with living for the first
time here in Canada.
If you are interested in
joining this support group, it
is held every Universal Break,
from 12pm to 1:30 pm, every
Wednesday.
To sign up, you must
contact Kiraz Johannsen, johannsk@vanier.college.qc.ca,
or stop by Student Services in
room C-203.

Gender Spectrum Panel - Women’s Week
Mikahel L’Heureux

It’s interesting to note the
extent of the notion of gender in
comparison to the history of humanity. For one, there has always
been a solid definition for what a
male or a female is, but in recent
history, these ideas are changing.
International
Women’s
Week has come and gone, and all
throughout campus and Montreal
were events celebrating said day.
An interesting event of which being a panel titled “The Gender
Spectrum”, which was held on
March 8th. The panel featured a
host, Owen Wood, and four guest
speakers, Lucas, Karine, Betty, and
Kimura. The talk aimed at widening the horizons of the students at
Vanier by exposing them to underrepresented experiences, as well as
by offering them different points of
views on certain issues. Of course,
the message of the panel was that
there is a spectrum in genders, and
that it is not binary. Examples of
this were seen in the stories of all
of the guest speakers, two of which
being trans, one being femme, and
a third being intersex.
The guest speakers were
very engaging and funny. Betty
was the first to speak, and she had
the crowd laughing whenever she
wanted; this sense of open-ness and
humor was carried on throughout

the talk. In terms of information,
the speakers were all effective at
getting their messages and stories
across. This was a breath of fresh
air because students aren’t genreally used to hearing about such situations, and the fact that every story
was easily understood is imperative.
Betty’s story, paired with
Lucas', offered a strong new insight
on trans people. Seeing the two on
the stage helped to ensure the idea
that there was nothing odd about it,
and that we’re all the same, all with
our own unique and personal stories.
Karine’s story helped to
strengthen the idea of open-mindedness and rejection of binaries.
She described herself as, and this
is a paraphrase, “Part Tomboy, part
Princess." She is queer, and describes herself as a femme, which,
in other words, means she relates
to the feminine-associated traits of
caring and nurturing (among others), while rejecting the 'girly' label

of femininity. Her experience
had a lot to do with acceptance
of self: she likes wearing dresses, and doing many feminine
things, but also doesn’t like to
be confined to the female stereotypes. Her contribution to
the talk offered us an opportunity to be more open-minded
and a tad more critical, as she
challenged the norms of society and was able to find comfort, certainty, and power in doing so.
The last of the stories
belonged to Kimura, whose
story was a lot more directly
genetic, due to her being born
intersex. This caused her a
confusion on what to classify
herself as, as none of the two
binary genders could define
her 100%. Her story offered a
concrete and inarguable proof
of the genders being part of a
spectrum, as well as proof that
we don’t necessarily need to
strive to fit into either end of
said spectrum.

Where our history books never
saw issues of gender spectrums,
we are now in the middle of discovering previously inconceivable possibilities.
What this means is a stronger level of freedom to express
ones’ self in today’s society. There
is a lot of sprouting science out
there to help people express themselves in new ways, and paired
with the online culture and ease of
access into windowing into the experiences of others, it doesn’t seem
like this entire concept will do anything aside from become stronger
and more pronounced.
It’s incredible how far humanity has gone in terms of knowledge and freedom considering the
many dark eras of the past, and although there are still constant battles being fought by those who are
more directly affected, it’s going
to continue looking up at a steady
pace.

Ouvrons nos yeux: Écrits interculturels Vanier 2017
Katherine Willcocks

Chaque année, notre cégep célèbre la diversité de notre
corps étudiant, enseignant, et
professionel, avec la publication de Ouvrons nos yeux – un
recueil de textes Écrits interculturels.
Le livre, disponible
à la bibliothèque de l’école
après son lancement annuel,
est un méli-mélo d’œuvres
de poésie, de narration, et
d’essaies personnels en lien
avec l’interculturalité, façonner
par la plume (ou plutôt, par le
clavier) de nombreux étudiants
du cégep Vanier.
Vous êtes invités au
lancement 2017 : le mercredi
5 avril, à midi, au local B-325!

Every year, the college
celebrates the diversity of our students, teachers, and staff, with the
publication of Ouvrons nos yeux
– a collection of texts of all sorts
(stories, poetry, personal essays…)
discussing the topic of multiculturalism, written by Vanier students.
The book is available in
Vanier’s library after its launch every spring.
You’re invited to this
year’s book launch: Wednesday,
April 5th, at noon, in B-325!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Upcoming Movies

Turn off your phone: stare at the big screen instead...

Power Rangers:
Date: March 24th
Genre: Action
Director: Dean Israelite
Cast: Dacre Montgomery, Naomi Scott, RJ Cyler
A group of high-school kids, who are infused with
unique superpowers, harness their abilities in order
to save the world. Based on the Worldwide phenomenon, Saban’s Power Rangers hit the big screen
for the first time since 1995.
Ghost in the Shell:

Life:
Date: March 24th
Genre: Science-Fiction / Thriller
Director: Daniel Espinosa
Cast: Rebecca Ferguson, Ryan Reynolds, Jake Gyllenhaal
Astronauts aboard the International Space Station are
on the cutting edge of one of the most important discoveries in human history: the first evidence of extraterrestrial life on Mars. As members of the crew conduct
their research, the rapidly evolving life-form proves far
more intelligent and terrifying than anyone could have
imagined.

Too cool for mainstream movies?...
Cinema du Parc draws movie-goers into the
cinematic world beyond the simple act of
watching a film: exhibitions and informational bulletin boards sport critiques, artist statements, behind-the-scenes documentation, and
other elements of interest to enrich the experience.
Don’t miss upcoming events happening in
repertory cinemas in Montreal!
www.cinemaduparc.com
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Date: March 31st
Genre: Action / Science Fiction
Director: Rupert Sanders
Cast: Scarlett Johansson, Juliette Binoche,
Rila Fukushima
In the near future, Major is the first of her
kind: A human saved from a terrible crash,
who is cyber-enhanced to be a perfect soldier
devoted to stopping the world’s most dangerous criminals. Based on the hit japanese animated feature of the same name from 1995.

Logan: Review
Lazaros Kalipolidis

Marvel’s X-Men film franchise has had a rather bumpy ride
to success. With hits and misses
throughout the last 17 years, it is
not uncommon to be skeptic when
a 9th installment is announced.
This movie in fact is the third in
the Wolverine-centered films, proceeding 2 rather mediocre films
to say the least. But compared to
Apocalypse, it succeeds in all aspects, and makes for a beautiful,
emotional and fantastically paced
film.
With the surprise (not really) success of Deadpool, the first
R-rated film in the X-Men franchise and one of the very few Rrated superhero films ever, 20th
Century Fox made the decision,
thanks to director James Mangold
and actor, Hugh Jackman, to produce an R-Rated Wolverine film,
the last one for Jackman, who has
portrayed him for now 17 years.
Logan is set in a dystopian
future, where nearly all mutants
have past away. The claw bearing mutant, Wolverine, now only
known as James Logan Howlett,
lives south of the Mexican border
with Professor Xavier (played by
Sir Patrick Stewart) and a mutant,
Caliban (played by Stephen Merchant). Taking a job as a limo
driver, Logan lives a tiresome and
hard life, away from the modern
world. However, through a series
of events, he becomes the guardian
of a mutant child turned fugitive,
genetically engineered by a private
corporation, who has been based
partly on his own genetic code
and mutant abilities. Her name is
Laura, known also to comic fans
as X-23 and is wonderfully and

charmingly played by Dafne Keen.
Logan now has a mission to bring
her to a safe haven where all other
surviving mutant children live,
away from those hunting them.
This film is not your typical superhero movie. In fact, it
isn’t even about superheroes.
Though it is starring famous characters from an even more famous
franchise, the film does not put its
attention on the fact they are Marvel entities but instead focuses on
the characters as individuals and
the problems they may face. It is
much more violent, gruesome,
vulgar and mature than Deadpool
as well as all other previous Marvel superhero films, giving hardcore fans a film now staying very
true to its original source material,
as one of Marvel’s more maturely
written and violent characters.
Logan has a simple premise when it comes to set design

and environment; less is more.
The crew managed to create a vast
yet choking landscape of a dystopian United States of America,
one feeling partly real and surreal.
The vast wastelands of deserted
nothingness compliment the film
greatly as the characters are all
very alone, with very little contact
between them and other mutants.
They are finding their way, and the
landscape is simply gloomy as it is
breathtaking.
This X-Men film is the
last one for both Sir Patrick Stewart and Hugh Jackman, and they
both deliver stellar performances
as well as the entire cast. Dafne
Keen, though she is quite silent
for the majority of the film, plays
a very central role and delivers
greatly. The chemistry between
Keen, Stewart and Jackman is
marvelous, plain and simple. With
a very tight group of actors in an
even tighter setting, they were able

to delve deeper into the psyche,
the thoughts and the actions of our
main characters. It is an R-rated
action film, yes, but with a lot of
heart and passion.
James Mangold directed a
nearly perfect film; the acting, the
score, the set and the pacing all
played out and worked out for the
best. It is arguably the best if not
one of the best superhero-genre
film to date and luckily will be
paving the way for more mature
superhero genre films. Now retiring the character, Jackman will be
remembered, for me anyway, as an
actor portraying beautifully one of
my all-time favorite Marvel characters. His love and passion for
this character throughout the last
17 years was greatly appreciated
and will truly be one of the most
memorable portrayals.
Overal Score: 10/10

Free screening of Pee-Wee's Big Adventure!
What sounds like the perfect film to show to a 4-year old is actually one of the funniest films ever made for anybody.
Make sure you bring bring some drinks and some snacks, you're
not gonna want to miss this one!
This Friday (March 24th), C-305 - 2:30 pm
Find the event on Facebook: Film Screening: Pee-Wee’s BIG Adventure
Wednesday, March 22nd, 2017 | Winter 2017, Issue 3
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SPORTS
They Blew it Again
Brandon Brini

pact.

New year, same old Im-

The Montreal Impact home
opener was against none other than
last years MLS Cup champions the
Seattle Sounders. The Impact had
lost the season opener the previous
week in San Jose, by a score of
1-0. The Impact needed these three
precious points, especially with an
approximate 35 000 fans coming
to support their beloved Montreal
side. This is exactly the mentality
the Impact began the game with;
they came out like lions, attacking
the western side from the early get
go. The Quebec side was all over
the Sounders team, dominating in
possession and in full control of
the game.
The Impact had yet to record a shot on target in the 2017
campaign, until the 16th minute
of the game, where Nacho Piatti

ARTS

played a beautiful ball into the path
of Matteo Mancosu, where the
Italian managed to send Seattle’s
goalkeeper the wrong way, slotting
the ball into an empty net. The fans
were jumping with excitement as
the Impact managed to score early in the game, and not only that,
they also managed to score a goal
on their first shot on target. I don’t
know if this stat is impressive or
just embarrassing, as it took them
almost two games to record a shot
on net.
Fast forward to the second
half. The Impact had the better
chances and most of the possession
up until this point, and in the 51st
minute of play, once again, Nacho
Piatti came running down the pitch
on a counter attack and doing what
he does best, ran the defenders the
wrong way and slotted the ball
into the bottom left corner. At this
point, it looked pretty clear that

The impact was in complete control of the entire game,
until Laurent Ciman, the Belgian
defender quite gently took down
the Seattle winger in the box in the
83rd minute, and obviously, this
late in the game, the referee will
whistle any sort of contact in the
box for the losing team. Nicolas
Lodeiro scored the penalty shot,
sending Evan Bush the wrong way.
It’s now 2-1, with seven minutes to
go. And of course, at the final minute of the game, Seattle came surging down the right flank and after
a precise cross went into the box,
Will Bruin managed to pick up
the garbage and kick the ball into

the back of the net. The comeback
wad complete and the game over.
After being dominated for 83 minutes, all the Sounders needed was
seven minutes to make Montreal’s
night a disastrous nightmare. So,
there you have it, the final score:
2-2. Many fans were booing the
team at the end of the game, and
myself, sitting in that seat in total
disappointment, I can understand
why.
The positive news that
comes out of this stalemate is that
the Impact realize that they blew
it again. Keeper Evan Bush even
stated that “it was total garbage.
It was just dumb, a dumb performance on our part.” Personally,
being at the game, I cannot disagree with this statement. In my
eyes, the Impact players have put
it in their heads that they, without
a doubt, must achieve greatness
this year, after failing to reach the
MLS Cup final in devastating fashion last year. This will only damage their chances and moral for
this season, as they will never be
content with their results, always
comparing themselves to last year.
The Impact must come together
to fix these minor problems, as
they are heading South for a threegame road trip against some very
tough opponents.

A Heart Broken
Anora
Confusing emotions
It’s like I was given a potion
To feel this way.
One day I turn and there he is
In my heart of hearts he stays
No where to escape but he is at
bay.
He’s hidden beneath everything
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the Impact were going to wrap up
the game and have the three points
in their back pocket. That’s what
most teams would have done, except Montreal decided to complicate their lives, something that the
fans are very used to seeing, as it
is not the first and probably not
the last time the Impact will blow
a lead. Let’s take it back a couple
of years. The Impact blew a lead
in front of a sold out Olympic Stadium in the CONCACAF Champions League final against Club
America and last year, all they had
to do was kill 15 minutes on the
clock in Toronto and they would
have been off to the MLS Cup finals, but no, the Impact love complicating their lives.
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No love is not a thing.
It screams everyday.
There is no where to run.
There is no where to hide.
Love it creeps up on you it
does.
What is there to do but deny
Cause there’s no way I’m feeling this way

Yes I am very shy.
My heart has been broken
before.
Ripped to shreds as they say.
How do you put up a wall
That will not let you fall.
I cannot be feeling this way
I cannot, so I run away.

Narcissist in the Third Verse

Art & Text: June Rossaert

I’m not a musician,
but I wish I was.
Soundscapes weaving the heart
Vibrations burning cyan

BeNjamyn Upshaw-Ruffner

I Did Not Write This

I’m half a mile away from bursting to flames,
I can taste the heat from an inch of my fingers,
Hit the ground.
I’m not a scientist,
but I wish I was.
Physics tying strings in the stars
Building smoke and bubbling black
My heart is a hammer,
Flying off to the rush, the edge of the firework
Feel my blood in steam
I’m not a comedian,
but I wish I was.
Laughter drawing the instincts
Hovering in the colour orange
Cutthroat coming up smoke,
I ate a rose bush for the thorns in my teeth,
Fuck this crooked smile
I’m not a painter,
but I wish I was.
Brushes melting in bright plastic mirador
Counting clocks in shades of grey
Boiled brain cells in a skull cage,
I’m a puddle in red-blue
Stain your chewed-out fingernails
I’m not a magician,
but I wish I was.
Lies quivering through facades
Twisting cards in quiet emerald
I’m a human monster in the flesh,
Ripped from an ugly world’s
Chalk-based womb
I’m not a poet,
I’m not a writer,
I’m half a human in a steel pipe,
Crowds shadowing my self-esteem
Dancing scenery in molten sapphire
Feed my starved out ego,
Thick fat creature with a black hole stomach,
I am him, I ate him
Not a musician,
A scientist,
A comedian,
A painter,
A magician,
A poet,
Or a fucking writer,
Looming aspirations and glooming desperation
Praised-be to the narcissists,
Statuettes for Saint Bloodlust and the likes of Me

Look at this beautiful image. To kneel before another is a resignation of one’s will, perhaps
it is that. I was scared when come nighttime because I didn’t want to resign as the sun and
moon do for each other. I didn’t want to rise and fall as the sun does every cycle, so I drove
on this empty road chasing the sun as it sat, roosted on the horizon.
Bowing down to others when the day was done use to be the norm for me. But where am I
now? I’m in a land of colors and shapes. I’m in a land of mixed feelings.
I was lost in this land, where my emotions were shaped by everchanging colors. But where
would I rather be? So, I continued down this empty lane. It was the only path I’ve ever known.
I did not know where it went. But it was still home to me, while I drove alone. This place
should belong to me. I need to spread my wings and ascend, because I’m here to stay.
I will swim in a pool filled with red roses. I will release my thoughts from their cages, and
allow the truest of colors run wild. While thinking about thoughts, I crashed my car. But for a
brief moment, I was in paradise, and everything was beautiful.
Now white light surrounded me, enveloped me, and there were no longer any other colors
to marvel at. This was okay. Black clouds creeped into view. It was happening.
What was happening? Was I dead, inside or out? Would I have a chance to redeem myself?
Then, suddenly, I was able to see.
I wanted to go back, but my vision cut through the smoke and mirrors. The sky was a calm
blue, but the people were a loud yellow. I saw myself amidst the illumination, and my sorrows
were lifted. Everything seems well again.
I sat there in another time. I sat there in another space. I could see everything in nothing. I
guess I crossed the line.

Beheld
If I tell you you're beautiful,
I most certainly mean it,
Perhaps nothing to do with the
physical,
But something to do with your
spirit,

But how confident you walk
through all the mayhem,
It's in the way you talk,
And in the way you listen,
You are gentle and patient,
Hidden in a storm a trustworthy safe haven,

I can't promise you'll understand,
In this world not many people
do,
If you just give me a chance
and take my hand,
I'll try to express the true
beauty in you,

Your laugh radiates happiness
It's very contagious I'll admit,
It fills me with lightheartedness,
I laugh along with you unable
to resist,

It lies not in the color of your
eyes,
But in the kindness that shines
through them,
Nor is it in your shape or size,

Your smile is perfect in every
way,
Sometimes shy yet always
real
You share it even on your

Anonyticia

worst days,
Hoping to spread the little
warmth you feel,

But the foundation of your
beauty,
lies in the strength of your
heart,
It's compassionate and unwaveringly,
Determined to turn life into
art,
Now when I tell you you're
beautiful,
You'll know that I most certainly meant it,
It has nothing to do with the
physical,
And everything to do with
your spirit.
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HOROSCOPES
Pisces (Feb.22-Mar.21): Creativity is your
strong suite, Pisces. Try coping with difficult
emotions through art or some other form of
self-expression – your body and mind will
reap the benefits of taking time for yourself.

Aries (Mar.22-Apr.21): Run, run, run!
Spring is in the air; change is coming
– Run towards it, Aries; the wind is in
your favour. Consider embracing a new
environment: find a new place to relax,
or re-arrange your bedroom.

Taurus (Apr.22-May21): Explore a new destination, Taurus – close by or far away. Bring a
romantic interest, or a good friend along for
the ride: life was made for great friends and
great adventure!

Cancer (Jun.22-Jul.23): Take a trip to a
tourist attraction in your own neighbourhood, Cancer. You will be amazed at the
fresh perspective it can bring to you.

Leo (Jul.24-Aug.23): Technology is distracting you, Leo. You won’t get anything
worthwhile done by scrolling through social media. Use the internet to learn a new
skill, or to get in touch with old friends.

Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.21): There is an exciting buzz around you, Scorpio! Whether
you’re waiting for a vacation, or even just
the weekend, put that positive energy to
good use – cheer up a friend, or spend
time with a furry companion.

Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec.21): Past issues follow you like your own shadow sometimes,
Sagittarius. Spend a few moments meditating
during the week; you’re sure to find a way to
resolve old conflict.

FUN STUFF
Sodoku
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Gemini (May22-Jun.21): Try to remember
your dreams, Gemini – those nightly occurrences are trying to tell you something.
Research the meaning of symbolic dreams
for more insight.

Virgo (Aug.24-Sept.22): Spring has brightened
up your outlook on life, Virgo. You may be feeling particularly altruistic; now is a good time to
get involved in your community.

Libra (Sept.23-Oct.22): Professional opportunities are heading your way, Libra!
Think over any offers carefully; don’t dismiss any chances on impulse.

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.21): Don’t be afraid
to ask for help, Capricorn. Your friends
may have been distant recently, but they are
still there for you. They can’t read minds,
so communication is key – as it is in any
relationship.

Aquarius (Jan.22-Feb.21): Stressful times
call for desperate measure, Aquarius. Now
is the moment for a staycation – stay in and
relax with a hot bath and a favourite playlist maybe, or stay in and finish off your ‘todo’ list to take a load off your shoulders

Finders Keepers

